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Lesion appearance: Representative wide-filed color fundus images from  Sprague-
Dawley rats on study demonstrating variable location and morphology of FCRA 
lesions (blue arrows). Lesions are recognized on indirect ophthalmoscopy 
examinations due to the linear/curvilinear regions or increased scleral reflectivity.

Figure 2: Lesion 
Measurement. Wide-field color 
funduscopic imaging (WF), 
infrared confocal scanning 
laser ophthalmoscopy (cSLO), 
and optical coherence 
tomography (OCT) images 
from a representative animal at 
consecutive monthly (mon) 
imaging time points. Yellow 
brackets (denoted by yellow 
arrow) in OCT images 
demarcate total retinal 
thickness; purple brackets 
demarcate outer retinal 
thickness (denoted by blue 
arrows). OCT images show 
there is progressive thinning of 
the retina over time.A= anterior, 
P= posterior
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Outer Retinal Thickness B
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Inner Retinal Thickness CFigure 3. Lesion progression: Graphic representation 
of mean group measurement data +/- standard deviation 
(black brackets) collected from OCT images. A) Total 
retinal thickness shows a 28% reduction between the 2 
month and 6 month time points. Outer retinal B) and 
inner retinal thickness measurements C) demonstrate 
decrease in total retinal thickness is likely driven by loss 
of photoreceptors since outer retinal thickness declines 
by 50% whereas there is no significant change in inner 
retinal thickness over the same time course.  
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Figure 4:
Light Microscopy. (H&E 200x) 
Photomicrograph images from 
representative animals at consecutive 
bimonthly termination time points. 
Invariably observed is a sharp 
transition from normal retina (yellow 
arrow)  to FCRA lesions  (black 
bracket/arrow) which show 
progressive thinning of the outer 
nuclear layer (ONL) and loss of 
inner/outer (I/OS) segments over time. 
The inner retina, including inner 
nuclear layer (INL) and ganglion cell 
layer (GCL), is relatively spared.  The 
retinal interface with the retinal 
pigment epithelium and choroid (C) is 
abnormal, with thinning or, less 
commonly, dysplastic thickening of the 
choroid in affected areas. 

Purpose: Focal chorioretinal atrophy (FCRA) affects albino rat strains with incidence of 0.5-
2%.  FCRA shares important features with late-stage dry age-related macular degeneration 
(AMD) in humans, also called geographic atrophy (GA), including: loss of retinal pigment 
epithelium (RPE), disruption of underlying choroid, and loss of photoreceptor cells. Sparse 
data are available defining if FCRA lesions progress, and if so, at what rate.     

Methods: Sprague-Dawley rats (6M/6F) were selected after FCRA was diagnosed via indirect 
ophthalmoscopy during screening of populations purchased for unrelated toxicology studies.  
Under sedation, animals were imaged via optical coherence tomography (OCT) monthly until 
termination. 2 males and 2 females were euthanized at time points: 2, 4, and 6 months. Eyes 
were enucleated and prepared for pathologist evaluation of, hematoxylin-eosin staining and 
RPE65 immunolabelling.  

Results: In FCRA lesions, step-wise, progressive, thinning of outer retinal layers was 
detected via OCT imaging throughout duration of the study.  Histopathology showed early 
loss of RPE, thinning or dysplastic change in choroid, and progressive degeneration of 
the retinal outer nuclear layer (ONL).  The ganglion cell and nerve fiber layers were better 
preserved and sclera remained unaffected. Immunohistochemistry confirmed initial 
presence of some RPE followed by rapid loss in FCRA lesions.  

Conclusions: FCRA lesions in albino rats show progressive loss of RPE, alteration in 
underlying choroid, and thinning of overlying ONL.  These posterior segment alterations 
follow a course similar to GA which suggests Sprague-Dawley rats with FCRA represent 
an important new model for investigation of dry AMD therapeutic intervention strategies.  


